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Laura Cox Band - Hard Blues Shot (2017)

  

    1. Hard Blues Shot  2. The Australian Way  3. Good Ol’ Days  4. Too Nice For Rock n’ Roll 
5. Morning Road  6. Barefoot In The Countryside  7. Take Me Back Home  8. If You Wanna Get
Loud (Come To The Show)  9. Going Down    Laura Cox – vocals, guitar  Mathieu Albiac -
guitar  Francois C. Delacoudre - bass  Antonin Guerin – drums    

 

  

Laura Cox started posting her guitar solos on Youtube in 2008, and has since become one of
the best-known girl guitar players on Internet. Laura is a rare blend of twenty-first century talent
and traditional musical values, and she was among the first to work using 2.0 tools, mainly
Youtube.

  

Right from birth, Laura’s cradle songs were played by The Band, ZZ Top, Johnny Cash, Dire
Straits and so many others, plus Roger McGuinn’s Rickenbacker of course. She grew up
discovering all this country, folk and rock culture from her English father...

  

Laura started playing the guitar relatively late, in 2005, at 14 years old, and soon acquired a
following on the Net, through her early cover versions of a few great rock classics and mythical
solos. She was so pleased and excited to be complimented by blues living-legend, Joe
Bonamassa.

  

But Laura had an increasing desire to play rock & roll live, the way it should be, and to get on
the road, so she decided to make the change from « virtual » to « real », and form her own
group.
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At this point, Laura met Mathieu Albiac, another young and talented guitarist, with similar
musical passions. In 2013, the two of them formed The Laura Cox Band, based in the Paris
region, and the project was born... They were a little bit lost in what is certainly a very different
French musical scene. They always prefer a good heavy riff to « trendy » (this week!) pop, and
they wanted to devote their musical talents to creating a sound that’s becoming increasingly
rare in France: pure classic and southern rock. In 2014, they recorded their first single «
Cowboys & Beer », a country rock song, written by Laura and Mat, that won them invitations to
a few festivals, such as Equiblues or Montereau Confluences, where they played on the same
bill as Simple Minds, Triggerfinger and Crucified Barbara (not to mention Boy George!).

  

The line-up changed in 2015 and is now Laura Cox (guitar / vocals), Mathieu Albiac (guitar),
François C. Delacoudre (bass) and Antonin Guérin (drums). The band is finally complete, with
talented and very complementary musicians who are proud of their music, and are going into
2016 with so many projects: album, clips, concerts, and more... Rather than remain in just one
kind of music, The Laura Cox Band likes to surprise its fans with subtle changes in style. Too
bad for those who think that groups should fit into categories: here, we’re sometimes into rockin’
country, and sometimes the style varies all the way to heavy, classic rock. Somewhere between
AC/DC, ZZ Top, Aerosmith and Blackberry Smoke, the group blends the sharp Southern States
sound with the saturated watts of Australian fury.

  

To put it briefly, the Laura Cox Band is old alcoholic rockers’ music, played by a young French
group in great shape... but they’re working on it... Country, blues, southern rock, hard rock...
that’s what they like to mix, depending on their feelings. But if you still need to put a name to
their style, it could probably be called Southern Hard Blues. The Laura Cox Band is well aware
of being a little bit outside the current French scene, but they want to build on that difference
and make it a strength, and just continue playing the music that they love: classic and southern
rock in its purest form.  --- lauracoxband.com

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex mediafire uloz.to cloudmailru ge.tt
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https://yadi.sk/d/I9vqlOsf3Fcj4v
http://www.mediafire.com/file/3yaz78132u8g8ts/LCB-HBS17.zip
https://ulozto.net/!rEnfRVAjLKDi/lcb-hbs17-zip
https://cloud.mail.ru/public/HhiC/uKJtB3TxQ
http://ge.tt/1OCA9Ej2
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